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New relationships and opportunities

LoveDerby, Street Safe, Food Forum and Friendship Care and Housing

The last couple of months have seen the development of new relationships 
which point to further opportunities as we go forward. Firstly we have been 
blessed by the LoveDerby initiative which saw football supporters give 
generously at Derby County’s Good Friday game. We were one of the Food 
banks chosen to receive donations. The crates we received were shared with 
Street Safe a group of volunteers that feed the homeless each night of the 
week in the city. 

Conversations from both those new connections have led the ACT 
Food Bank to host the next Food Bank Forum in May. This is an informal 
gathering and networking opportunity for the 23 (and growing) food banks 
and food distribution projects in and around Derby. At that meeting we will 
discuss the possibility of an expansion of the LoveDerby initiative and have 
regular donation nights at Derby County. The events require significant 
preparation and volunteer power. If you think you could help please get in 
touch with Mike. The meeting will take place 10.30-12.30pm at Boulton 
Lane Baptist Church on Thursday 28th May.

ACT have also received a significant monetary donation from 
LoveDerby, to help with our Job Club initiative working with Christians Against 
Poverty. It is hoped this can begin later in the year. Should that get started we 
will work with our existing partners and also Friendship Care and Housing. 
This is a new partnership that will provide food to those at risk of losing their 
homes. Advisors working with those in need will refer in the same way our 
other partners do.

Our existing partnerships with Sure Start and Refuge continue to 
support those most in need locally and across Derby. We are regularly 
supporting 30-40 families and also provide clothing, toiletries and when we 
can gifts. At Easter every family received a Fair Trade ‘Real Easter Egg’. These 
eggs not only give growers a fair price but a reflection on what Easter tells us. 
Easter speaks of uncertainty, injustice, pain and death. But it also shows that 
new life is possible when God’s love is allowed to have the last word. And 
that’s what our Food Bank is all about - giving new life through God’s love 
working through all who give to the project.

If you go to church in Alvaston

But I don’t go to church...

What will I need to do?

Most of the local churches are now 
involved. Please ask one of your 
leaders. Alternatively contact Rev 
Mike Lowe and he will get you 
onboard. Contact him on 07950 
036019 or by email on: 
minister@boultonlane.org.uk 

Then please contact Mike direct 
and he will make arrangements for 
you.

At the heart of this project is a 
shared commitment through the 
small giving of lots of people. So all 
you will need to do is decide which 
food or household item you would 
like (for example a tin of tuna or 
washing up liquid) to buy each 
week and then drop it in to one of 
the churches or arrange to see 
Mike.
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How to support the 
food bank or join a 
money course
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